Everybody Into the Pool—But Observing Rules for Safety

House swimming pools are fast becoming as much a part of the American scene as an automobile. More families than ever are installing them in their backyards. Though these pools are a joy to own and operate safely, certain rules must be observed.

Families who have had problems with chemical and blue wool have learned the value of a human observer. The pool should be checked at least once a week, even if it is considered to be self-cleaning. An observer who knows what to look for can often catch problems before they become serious.

The lead is an important new cove swimming children. Small children should never be permitted to swim in the pool—ever a small child. At least one parent should be within easy reach. A child’s movements are unpredictable. A quick eye may mean the difference between life and death.

In the hot summer weather, one should be cautious of the sun. Sunbathing should be limited to short periods, and children should be protected from the sun with a broad-brimmed hat and sunscreen.

Researcher Offers Corry Solution for Harvesting, Storing

What’s the most economical method for harvesting and storing water? By Floyd Hefgild, agricultural consultant with the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station.

Corry knew that he had a problem to solve. He wanted to find a way to harvest and store water in a cost-effective manner.

Corry used a combination of traditional and modern techniques. He tested various materials, such as plastic and concrete, to find the best solution.

Corry’s method involves digging a pit in the ground, then lining it with plastic. Water can then be collected in the pit and stored for later use.

Corry’s innovation has been widely adopted by farmers and rural communities. It has helped to improve water storage capacity and reduce the cost of water harvesting.

Down to Earth

Two New Bean Favorites Are Romano and Bachicha

If you have a large garden, you may want to consider adding Romano and Bachicha beans to your list of favorites. These two new varieties offer a unique flavor and texture that is sure to please your taste buds.

Romano beans are characterized by their dark purple color and firm, meaty texture. They are great for stir-fries and add a nice touch of color to any dish. Bachicha beans, on the other hand, have a soft, creamy texture and a slightly sweet taste. They are perfect for soups and stews.

Both varieties are easy to grow and require minimal care. They are great for growing in containers or garden beds. With a little bit of effort, you can enjoy these new favorites in your own garden.